
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English: Exploring How a Story Works 
and Exploring Characters in Stories

Responding to imaginative texts

Students comprehend and respond to 
imaginative texts (picture books).

Reading and comprehension

Students demonstrate reading accuracy, 
fluency and comprehension of character 

development.

Character description

Students create a character description using 
writing and images.

Maths: In Semester 1 students will consolidate and 
build on mathematical skills. 

Classifying outcomes

Students classify outcomes of simple familiar events.

Understanding teen numbers

Students recognise, model, write and order numbers to 20, 
locate numbers on a number line and partition numbers 

using place value.

Using the language of direction

Students give and follow directions to familiar locations.

Describing two-dimensional shapes and three-dimensional 
objects

Students describe two-dimensional shapes and three-
dimensional objects.

Science: Exploring light and sound 
(Physical sciences) and Living adventure 

(Biological sciences)

Investigating light and sound

Students participate in a guided investigation 
designing a toy that makes sound and describe the 

effects of interacting with it. They sort objects 
according to criteria and share observations with 

others.

Describing a habitat

Students describe changes in their local environment 
and how different places meet the needs of living 

things. To respond to questions, make predictions and 
share their observations with others.

The Arts

Drama:  Shopping Fun

Students make and respond to drama by 
exploring the theme of shopping.

Music:  Save the World

Students explore a range of songs, 
rhymes and chants based on the theme 
of Earth's resources and how they can 

be used and managed

Health: My classroom is healthy, 
safe and fun and Our culture 

Students investigate the concept 
of what health is and the foods 
and activities that make them 

healthy. 

Students explore what shapes 
their own, their family and 

classroom’s identity. 
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Feeling safe

Being safe

Responding to unsafe situations

Excursions and 
Incursions

Sea Life

‘Sounds Great’ 
party 
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Design Technology: 

Battle of the Bands 

Students explore the 

characteristics and 

properties of materials 

and components that are 

used to produce designed 

solutions. They design an 

instrument with moving 

parts to use in a class band 

performance. 


